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We, as Öz-Ege Tütün Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Şirketi, Öz-Ege Tobacco Industry and Trade Joint Stock 
Company, use cookies in order to improve your experience and determine your habits and/or interests in the 
best way when you visit our internet site address, www.ozege.com. If you don’t accept that cookies are used 
or you don’t want to use cookies, you may click on the “I reject” option. In case that you click on the “I accept” 
option, you’d be considered as accepting cookie usage.  
 
The cookies are small text files which are saved in the devices with which you visit our site/you use and 
which assist saving your preferences during your surfing and other information. The cookies may be used for 
saving the settings of the visitors and/or users as well as monitoring the interaction between all of our users. 
 
The purpose of using cookies in our internet site is to determine your areas of interest, improve your user 
experiences and to personalize the services offered to you through our web site.  
 
In the application, the cookies, the types of which are stated below, are used: 
 
Session cookies: the session temporary cookies are the cookies used during the time you visit/use our 
internet site, then deleted after our site is closed. The purpose of using the session cookies is to ensure that 
our internet site runs smoothly during your usage.  
 
Permanent cookies: the permanent cookies are the types of cookies used for increasing the functionality of 
our internet site, for presenting a more fitting service to you. The permanent cookies are used for 
remembering your preferences and for determining your habits and stored in the device with which you use 
our internet site. The permanent cookies can be used for offering you proposals specific to you considering 
the topics such as your purpose for using our internet site and your areas of interest. Thanks to the 
permanent cookies, in case that you continue using our internet site over the same device, it is checked 
whether there is a cookie created by our internet site in your device or not and if exists, a better service is 
offered to you by shaping the content and opportunities to be conveyed to you accordingly.  
 
We collect your data as the location information and the web site entering statistics during cookie usage. 
 
I accept I reject 


